Abstract: Component fingerprints are a recognized method used worldwide to evaluate the quality of traditional Chinese medicines (TCMs). To foster the strengths and circumvent the weaknesses of the fingerprint technique in TCM, spectrum-effect relationships would complementarily clarify the nature of pharmacodynamic effects in the practice of TCM. The application of the spectrum-effect relationship method is crucial for understanding and interpreting TCM development, especially in the view of the trends towards TCM modernization and standardization. The basic requirement for using this method is in-depth knowledge of the active material basis and mechanisms of action. It is a novel and effective approach to study TCMs and great progress has been made, but to make it more accurate
Introduction
Traditional Chinese medicines (TCMs) have been performing an increasingly important role in protecting health and controlling disease in China for thousands of years [1] . Based on their long history of clinical use and sound effects in the treatment of numerous diseases, especially chronic diseases, TCMs are widely accepted and used by billions of people around the world. Compared to chemical drugs TCMs have multi-target and multi-component characteristics when treating a disease. That means to say, the healing efficacy of a TCM depends on the combined action of multiple components because it usually contains a lot of ingredients. This can cause many difficulties to control the quality and in the search for the effective substance(s) of TCMs. Therefore, numerous researchers have devoted themselves to devising various means to solve these problems [2] . As a hotspot of TCM studies, spectrum-effect relationship method research has gradually drawn extensive attention and has been supposed to provide a way to clarify the active materials of TCMs and control TCM quality.
The term "spectrum-effect relationship" refers to linking the TCM fingerprint peaks with specific pharmacodynamic data to form a relationship, and then using this relationship to look for the effective materials in Chinese medicines and formulate control standards to reflect their internal quality. The spectrum-effect relationship method is developed based on the fingerprint technology. To overcome the shortcomings of fingerprints, it uses data processing technology to analyze the weight coefficients of components, monitoring efficacy despite changes of the peaks and their areas in the fingerprint [3] . This is where biochemistry, molecular biology, and cell biology are invaluable in establishing quantifiable and reproducible assays [4] . Thus, correlated peaks can help researchers further reveal the effective TCM material basis and control TCM quality. Being an interdisciplinary and cutting-edge science, the spectrum-effect relationship method is a technology integrating Chinese medicinal chemistry, analytical chemistry, the pharmacodynamics of TCMs and chemometrics, so it is considered a more accurate way to study TCM active materials.
The concept of the spectrum (fingerprint)-effect relationship was a brand new way of thinking at the frontier of the modernization of TCMs proposed by TCM researchers. It could reflect the real and comprehensive pharmacological information of active constituents. It was also more adequate for controlling the quality of TCMs. It has thus become a hotspot in TCM studies. The amount of published research work related to spectrum-effect relationship studies has been displaying a rising trend year after year. Figure 1 shows that studies on spectrum-effect relationships started to appear around 2003, and the research achievements in the area have been increasing in the last 10 years, with several articles pertaining to research on TCMs having been published in the last 8 years in Science Citation Index-cited journals such as The Journal of Ethnopharmacology, Analytica Chimica Acta and Journal of Chromatography B, etc. In the field of TCM research, there are 34 projects funded by National Natural Science Foundation from the year 2006. Moreover, more and more reviews have focused on spectrum-effect relationships and it is already widely applied in the quality control of TCM preparations in China. Based on the evolution, current research status and future perspectives, the purpose of this review is to summarize and merge the topics and research methods of the spectrum-effect relationship technique, so as to guide researchers to master this technology and encourage further research on TCMs.
The Evolution of Spectrum-Effect Relationships
As early as 2000 the WHO stated the following: "Research on traditional medicine safety and effectiveness of data are far from enough to meet the criteria that are needed to support its use around the world. It is because of a lack of adequate or accepted research methodology for evaluating traditional medicine, not only the deficiency of health care policies". Containing a myriad of compounds, no matter whether a single herb medicine or a Chinese herbal formula, TCMs all need a unique methodology system to evaluate their quality. Characterized by multiple targets, components and links, TCM is based on a holistic philosophy that is totally different from Western medical practices. All these factors have led to the application of fingerprints in TCM research.
The Fingerprint
Obtained by using several techniques, both chromatographic and spectroscopic, a fingerprint is a characteristic pattern or profile which reflects the chemical constituents and usually represents as much information as possible [5, 6] . Determining a few active ingredients or marker compounds to control the quality of TCM is far from sufficient. The quality control methods adopted for chemical medicines are generally not applicable to TCMs, because they lack a comprehensive evaluation of overall quality [7, 8] . Moreover, the nature and amounts of chemical constituents in TCMs can be affected by many factors such as differences in harvest seasons, plant origins, processing methods and others [3] . For those reasons, any differences in the abovementioned factors can lead to different efficacies for a particular herbal medicine [9, 10] . With the help of fingerprints, those variables can be well monitored and controlled.
TCM fingerprints can reflect the type and content of their chemical composition. Thus, they give an overall description and evaluation of herb quality. At present, the herbal medicine fingerprint technique is considered a powerful tool for the quality control of multi-component TCMs. Moreover, it has also internationally accepted as a feasible way to evaluate and control the quality of TCMs and their preparations around the world. Japanese scientists take fingerprints obtained from standard extraction methods as the standard fingerprint and the formula decoctions made from verified medicinal sources are regarded as the standard extract. Fingerprints have also started to be accepted by the US Food and Drug Administration, because the fingerprint method can be utilized in named material chemistry, manufacture and control (CMC) applications of Investigational New Drugs (INDs) to control the quality of Botanical Drug Substances and Botanical Drug Products. Besides, many countries and organizations such as Britain, France, Germany, India and the WHO have used fingerprinting to control the quality of medicinal plants. It has also been allowed and accepted by the Chinese State Food and Drug Administration (SFDA) for monitoring and risk management of TCM drug safety.
The Spectrum-Effect Relationship
Using the chemical fingerprint to evaluate a TCM's pros or cons obviously has some limitations. Some components embodied by fingerprints are not necessarily the efficacious ingredients, and the connection between the chemical composition and efficacy is thus unclear. Moreover, different preparation methods and different analysis methods or conditions may afford different fingerprints. Therefore, the fingerprint method was far from being a comprehensive way to control the quality of TCMs, because it cannot describe the authentic and general active pharmacological constituent information [2] . In 2001, Xie put forward the concept of development of TCM fingerprints, whereby fingerprints can be related to curative effects by just using chemical constituent information to control quality. Li et al. were the first to clearly propose the notion of the systematic chromatographic-pharmacodynamics relationships of TCMs in 2002. They first proposed the concept and called it "spectrum-effect relationship" [2] . The relevant mathematical model was being developed simultaneously, as chemometrics were first applied by Liang to "chromatographic-pharmacodynamics" for their practical significance, providing a basis for controlling the quality and evaluating the effects of TCMs.
"Spectrum-effect relationship" thus refers to linking the TCM fingerprint peaks with specific pharmacodynamic data to form a relationship, and using this relationship to look for the effective material(s) in Chinese medicines and to help formulate control standards to reflect its internal quality. To summarize, this Introduction has given details of the following topics:
I. The fingerprint only considers the known chemical composition qualitatively or quantitatively, while the efficacy is not taken into account. Only on the premise of the curative effect of drugs, can the characteristic chemicals of a TCM fingerprint be related to its biological activity to better reflect the quality of the TCM. "Spectrum-efficiency relationships" may provide the possibility to compensate for the abovementioned shortcoming of fingerprints.
II. Through the analytic statistics method, "spectrum-efficiency relationships" could establish a mathematical model of a TCM's chemical composition and efficacy; the "spectrum-effect relationship" technique uses informatics methods to find the alignment of key active compounds; it optimizes the compatibility of TCMs through the forecasting model of multi-component effects, and then builds the multi-factors regulating a network model of therapeutic effects; it finally explores the synergy mechanisms of the variety of aligned TCM active compounds.
III. The changes in the peaks and their areas in established TCM fingerprints reflect differences in each component and its content; the pharmacodynamic model and indexes are chosen carefully so as to evaluate the pharmacological activity of the components more precisely; then using data processing technology we can analyze the weight coefficients of the components contributing to the observed efficacy; data processing methods have their respective pertinence, and various mathematical processing methods used in combination can complement each other and improve the precision and accuracy; then effective ingredient groups with synergism or antagonism effects can be sought out to further reveal the TCM effective material basis and establish the relationship between the spectrum and efficiency of TCM. The general content of spectrum-effect relationship studies can be summarized as shown in Figure 2 . 
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Effective components Quality control IV Being an interdisciplinary and cutting-edge science, the spectrum-effect relationship is technology that integrates the Chinese medicine chemistry, analytical chemistry, pharmacodynamics and chemometrics of a TCM, so it is considered to be more accurate to study TCM active materials. Based on Figure 2 , the research objects, methods of establishing fingerprints, pharmacodynamics studies and data processing methods of spectrum-effect relationships will be introduced in the following sections.
The Research Objects of the Spectrum-Effect Relationship Method
Based on the habits of TCM drug usage, the research objects of spectrum-effect relationships may contain a single herb (Chinese herbal medicine, Chinese medicine decoctions) or a Chinese herbal formula. In addition, Chinese herbal preparations and sera containing drugs are two special study forms requiring special focus. In order to simplify the study, researchers use some different and appropriate processing approaches for each of them. The basic hierarchical chart of the research objects is shown in Figure 3 .
Single Herbs
In Chinese medicine, a single herb has an unmatched effect. It can cure disease by itself or with the help of other herbs. For a feasible intricate interaction of different compounds, a single herb study would be a good start. Different ways of processing a single herb were done to reduce the degree of study difficulty. Through investigating the literature, we found that most related work is about the spectrum-effect relationships of single herbs (Table 1) . It is divided into four objects under the caption "single herb", that is different batches (DB), different extracts (DE), different extract combinations (DEC), and different processing methods (DPM), respectively. DB refers to a single herb from a different production area, resource and collection time. DE comes from a single herb and different parts of one herb. Their extractive solvents may have different polarity. Their combination, sometimes with an orthogonal method, namely DEC, was also investigated.
Through DPW, different Chinese medicines showing different effects could be prepared from one kind of herb. This process is called "Paozhi". It refers to different processing methods such as water treatment, fire treatment, both water and fire treatment and other ways. DPWs have a certain impact on the efficacy and toxicity. In standard TCM use practice, DPWs applied to the same Chinese herbal medicine may affect different symptoms and the toxicity will vary, so what makes this effect change is also a research hotspot.
Chinese Herbal Formulas
Chinese herbal formulas, consisting of various single herbs, are the most common form used in clinical applications. Compared with single herbs, they possess unparalleled advantages when faced with miscellaneous diseases. The correlative research is relatively rare (Table 2) , although TCM formulas are another main research object of the spectrum-effect relationship field. 
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The reason is mainly that the compounds in TCMs are so complicated and it is not easy to find out the component(s) related to a particular effect. Here, Chinese herbal formulas are divided into three objects: DE, DEC and herb combinations (HCs).
HC refers to a herb and its contents in an orthogonal formula combination. It can look for the best drug combination to display a synergy or attenuation effect. It also probes into the active substance or the main drugs in a formula. One way is considering the pharmacodynamic effect of a total formula, then removing a single drug or a group of drugs from the formula to measure the effect of the remaining part, and thus evaluate the removed drugs' influence on the effect of the total formula. This method is applied to study the interaction of a single herb in a whole formula. Chen et al. used this method to analyze Sheng Hua Tang. They found that the total formula was superior to the decomposed recipe, and 13 compounds were identified as the likely material basis of the activity [90] .
Another method is on the basis of the efficacy of a whole formula, doing parallel experiments using the same dose or different doses of each herb, or dividing them into several groups in accordance with the principle of "jun, chen, zuo, shi" or "medicine pairs" to do parallel experiments. Through the study of the dose variation of each herb in Wu Zhu Yu Tang, Ning et al. identified four components as its material basis [92] .
Chinese Medicine Preparations
With the development of Chinese medicine, many Chinese medicine preparations such as granules, capsules, pills and injections are now produced in order to cater to the demands of customers. To guarantee these preparations' quality, fingerprints have been widely recognized around the world as a holistic system because they provide the possibility for the control of TCM quality. Fingerprints are based on the characteristics of systemacity and stability and they determine a few active ingredients or marker compounds. This is far from enough to control the quality of TCMs, and the chemical medicine control mode is not suitable for TCMs without a comprehensive evaluation of overall quality. Spectrum-effect relationship studies would be a better choice. For instance, in the spectrum-effect relationship study of Houttuynia cordata injections, Lu et al. preliminarily solved the problem of its quality evaluation [96] . Related reports on preparations and sera are scarce, as shown in Table 3 .
Drug-Containing Serum
Serum fingerprints, being a research hotpot since Shinichi [97] put forward the idea of serumcontaining drugs in 1988, could clarify the real components that produce the healing efficacy in vivo. However, their complexity has hindered development to some extent.
TCMs contain many ingredients, and only the ingredients absorbed into the bloodstream can produce an effect. That is to say, the "transitional ingredients" in serum are likely to be the real basis of efficacy. Thus, by analyzing the components present in serum after oral administration, it is able to quickly and accurately determine the direct effect(s) the compounds are causing. 
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For the meaning of abbreviations refer to the footnotes in Table 1 .
Due to the fact that the regularity of distribution, absorption, metabolism and excretion of various components in the compound are different; the variation of the characteristic peaks in the corresponding fingerprints will be diverse. This provides a good entry point to understand the changes of complex components in the body. Serum fingerprints have been reported [104] . With the help advanced technology, such as UPLC-MS, it provides the possibility for studying spectrum-effect relationships.
Seen from the introduction of the above four research objectives, the efficacy of TCMs comes from a variety of active ingredients acting in synergy, or even the collaborative or antagonistic effects of some inactive ingredient(s), other than simply a single active chemical ingredient. Nowadays, some researchers only study the spectrum-effect relationships of different single fractions without considering their superposition. We suggest that establishing a continuous dynamic fingerprint with different polarity combinations can readily find the above functional components.
Methods for Establishing Fingerprints for Spectrum-Effect Relationships
There are a variety of methods to establish TCM fingerprints, including thin layer chromatography (TLC), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), gas chromatography (GC), high speed counter current chromatography (HSCCC), mass spectroscopy (MS) and capillary electrophoresis (CE) [105] . Nowadays, in spectrum-effect relationship studies, almost only HPLC (or UPLC) and GC methods are used, and only three references to the use of CE, TLC and IR were found [32, 36, 62] ).
When studying the spectrum-effect relationship, the fingerprints generally come from two sources: the chemical fingerprint of the TCM and the serum fingerprint of the TCM. Currently the most used method to establish fingerprints is HPLC, which offers a high degree of separation. A complex chemical composition can be easily separated into high or low peaks forming a chromatogram, but because of the high sensitivity, choosing the appropriate peaks always involves technical difficulties that can be hard to conquer. HPLC is mainly used to identify the corresponding ingredients of the fingerprint peaks and can provide a lot of information. It is also limited by the available detectors, for example the UV detector can only discern compounds having conjugated structures, and ELSD is for more volatile components only. GC, with its high separation efficiency, high sensitivity, small amount of sample, etc., is used to study the spectrum activity relationships of Chinese medicines containing volatile components. On the other hand GC is difficult to use in the analysis of thermally unstable substances and large molecular weight components, so its applications have been limited in spectrum-activity relationship studies.
Different methods for establishing fingerprints are suitable for different samples. Besides, when the relationship between a continuous dynamic fingerprint and the related effect(s) is established, common peaks, characteristic peaks with high content and the peaks whose content is changing in the fingerprint should all be chosen.
Pharmacodynamics Studies for Spectrum-Effect Relationships
When performing spectrum-effect relationship studies, usually there are two ways to obtain the effects. One is to choose a Chinese medicine extract to do pharmacodynamics studies, the other one is choosing serum containing the drug to do pharmacological experiments. Pharmacodynamics studies of Chinese medicines include in vivo and in vitro experiments. In vivo experiments use artificial animal pathology models to maintain the integrity of the body, ensuring normal contact with the external environment. Experimental studies can be carried while the animals are anesthetized or awake. In vitro experiments using organs or cells investigate the role of drugs on a particular portion of the overall body separately, so it is more intuitive [1] . We summarize the effects and pharmacodynamic models from the published articles about spectrum-effect relationships shown in Tables 1-3 . Pharmacodynamic indexes and chosen models should follow the principle of reasonability, effectiveness and accuracy.
The Pharmacodynamics Studies of TCM Extracts
In the pharmacodynamics studies of TCM extracts, after extraction and separation, the extract of the medicine was added directly to the reaction system or in vitro culture system to observe the effect. These experimental methods were carried out in in vivo and in vitro experiments.
There are some problems and defects in the methodology to do in vitro experiments directly using TCM crude extracts. This approach ignores that the vast majority of cases clinical administration of TCMs is through oral administration. After being metabolized by the gastrointestinal tract and liver, the components that finally reach the blood are usually not the original drug ingredients. There are also some metabolism ingredients. Besides, in the clinic TCM focuses on dialectical therapy. That is to say, TCM treats diseases in the case where certain syndromes exist (that is, a certain body state). It is hard to copy a disease which may be affected by other body systems. What's more, TCMs consist of a variety of ingredients, thus the overall effect of the multi-component mixture is not equal to the effect of the various parts. Therefore, it is difficult to reflect the pharmacological effects and changing rules of the body in the real blood concentration.
Pharmacodynamics Studies of Drug-Containing Serum
Many ingredients in TCMs can only act after absorption into the bloodstream. The blood contained ingredients may be the substances playing a direct role in the body. Research on the components in the serum could be an effective approach to identify the effective substance(s). Using drug-containing serum instead of the decoction or crude extracts to do in vitro or in vivo experiments is thus also a research hotpot.
The so-called drug-containing serum in vitro experiment refers to when after oral administration of a Chinese medicine or Chinese herbal compound to animals, a certain time later the animal's blood is collected, the serum separated, and then this drug-containing serum is used to do pharmacological experiments. This can reflect not only the pharmacological effects of the components coming into the body and their metabolites, but also the role played by any drug-induced endogenous components. It can objectively simulate the process producing the pharmacological effects of the drug in an in vivo environment. The experimental conditions are closer to the internal environment where the drug plays is effects in the body, greatly improving the credibility of the experimental results.
We should base experiments on the clinical indications of Chinese medicine products to carry out pharmacodynamics studies at different levels of the whole body, organ, cell and molecular biology, to look for activity indicators which can more accurately reflect the observed effects. A TCM's effect such as "strengthening the spleen", "activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis", "nourishing yin"
and other effects are difficult to obtain or express by modern pharmacodynamic models. This needs further study [104] .
Data Processing Methods of Spectrum-Effect Relationships
Data processing methods play a key role in "spectrum-effect relationship" studies. Different data processing methods will obviously affect the experiment results. For this reason, one or more data processing methods are used in combination when spectrum-effect relationships are established. A variety of methods each have their respective focus points. Combinations of multiple analysis methods and a secondary analysis of the data is the recommended pathway. Finally, the optimal spectrum-effect relationship will be obtained.
In recent years, scholars have been constantly improving the data processing methods applied in establishing the relationships. The processing methods used are not uniform, mainly including correlation analysis (CA), cluster analysis, regression analysis (mainly ordinary multiple linear regression, OMLR), gray correlation degree analysis (GRDA), fuzzy mathematical analysis (FMA), neural network analysis (GRNN) and the principal component analysis (PCA). According to the frequency of application, a simple introduction is shown as Table 4 . Zhao et al. selected a Back Propagation Network (BPN) and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) to establish spectrum-activity relationship models of TCMs [106] , and then used these models to predict efficacy and thus evaluate the quality of TCMs. Compared with the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) and Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR), the research results showed that the non-linear models based on neural networks are significantly better than the linear models, PCA and PLSR, whether it be in accuracy, prediction accuracy, or correlation coefficient. They were able to simulate well the complex nonlinear relationships between the various chemical components of the herbs and pharmacodynamic index of L. chuanxiong Hort., indicating the good application prospects for developing quality evaluation methods which can reflect the efficacy of TCMs in spectrum-effect relationship models. However, the data processing methods used have their respective defects, and one method alone is not always enough. Various mathematical processing methods using combined can be complement to each other, insure information maximization and improve accuracy. How to better combine them is another problem scholars should be delved into.
Conclusions and Future Perspectives
As a feasible approach to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of TCMs, spectrum-effect relationships has been considered for many years, though they are still at a preliminary stage, and this field has not yet formed mature and stable research ideas and methods.
There are some debatable issues in the existing research content [107] . We have also shown that there are some inconsistencies in the limited information presently available. The following measures should be applied to research of spectrum-effect relationships in the future: The amount of information after variable dimension reduction maintaining at a high level;
The extracted principal component number being less than the original number of variables For the meaning of abbreviations refer to the footnotes in Table 1 .
The Application of Advanced Modern Analytical Technology
As shown in Figure 1 , although research articles about spectrum-effect relationships represent a rising trend, most achievements were published in Chinese journals. This may mainly be because Western and traditional Chinese medical practices represent totally different philosophies, while spectrum-effect relationships are proposed based on a holistic concept. The fingerprint emphasizes the complete component spectrum rather than the exact nuances, and the information of quality it reflects is a comprehensive result. Current fingerprint technology can only evaluate the chemical constitution stability of different TCM batches, while lacking any judgment about their quality. Moreover, the amount of information reflected in a fingerprint can be too large, which is a major problem in spectrum-effect research. When the sample was not purified, due to the limitations of the detectors, each common peak in a HPLC trace may represent one or some mixed compounds, thus the established spectrum-effect relationship may not be accurate. Last but not the least, the purpose of the spectrum-effect relationship studies is to look for the active ingredients of TCMs. The current studies are focused on the active chromatographic peaks of the fingerprints, but there is no identification of the structures.
Therefore, the use of a variety of modern analytical technologies is especially necessary to identify the structures corresponding to the main peaks. The common modern analytical technology includes HPLC-MS, UPLC-MS, GC-MS, etc. Through the combination of multi-analytical technology, multi-fingerprints possessing various and complementary information can be established, so as to integrally express the overall chemical features of complicated material systems. By connecting the multi-fingerprints with effects, and seeking out the fingerprint peaks or component group related to the effects, an effect-fingerprint that can reflect the inherent quality is hopefully established, and thus we can evaluate the TCM quality by its chemical fingerprint.
Selecting Pharmacodynamic Models Close to the Clinical Efficacy
Many westernized pharmacological models used nowadays in pharmacodynamics studies do not reflect the clinical efficacy of TCMs well. However, taking into account the needs for TCMs around the world, establishing appropriate models and indicators for evaluation of the efficacy of TCMs is an urgent problem that should be solved today [108] . When selecting a pharmacodynamic model, one should try to select a model close to Chinese medicine theory, so as to ensure the processed products screened according to the spectrum-activity relationships are able to display good efficacy in a clinical setting. From the different levels of the whole body, organs, cells and molecular biology, we should look for activity indicators which can more accurately reflect the effect and establish pharmacodynamic methods having in vitro and in vivo multi-indicators of TCM activity. The choice of a suitable pharmacodynamic index is also very important for the studies of multi-dimensional spectrum-effect relationships.
Choosing the Proper Data Processing Method
At the present, data processing methods used in TCM research are not standardized, and a variety of data processing methods each have their particular focus. For this reason, it is crucial to select the appropriate data processing method in TCM research, but there are many difficulties in choosing a proper data processing method, because of the complexity of TCMs and data processing methods.
The various methods each have their respective strengths and weaknesses. One solution is to try to use them in combination, but different methods often produce different results because of the information loss, so further work should be done to establish more exclusive mathematical models, test their rationality, and use the model to identify chromatographic peaks that have positive and negative correlations with efficacy. Then enrich and prepare samples and proceed with structural identification, testing and verification of efficacy, and even identifying the active portion of a TCM instead of stopping at the point of the spectrum-effect relationship.
Spectrum-effect relationship studies are used to put forward new ideas and methods for exploring effective substances, optimizing formulas, improving preparation processes, tracking and separating target active ingredients, and for the development of new TCM drugs. It is actually interdisciplinary and cutting-edge science. More professional talents need to be introduced to the development of related software engineering. If people with different professional background contribute to TCM research by co-operating, there may be wider world waiting for us to explore. In short, the area of spectrum-effect relationships is a hot and difficult spot in the field of research on multi-component, multi-target, and multi-link TCMs, and it should be constantly addressed and perfected in practice. 
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